HOMEWORK
Imagine you are out for a walk in the woods one
day when all of a sudden you come across this
gnarled tree. You start to take slow, steady steps
towards it when you hear a sudden click, like a lock
being undone. A small door appears to open on
the side of the tree and you can see a definite light
glowing from within …
Write an imaginative story about what could
happen when you come across this tree.

J Look to include a range of description, action and dialogue.
J Use lots of ambitious vocabulary for description. (WOW words)
J Use a range of connectives to link your sentences.
THE GREEN MOSSY TREE
On a bright summer afternoon, I took a stroll in Paradise Park. The sight of a field graced with a
long stretch of woods appealed my sight. “Wow, why not dive into the woods!” I said to myself.
A path fluffed with pink shiny droplets of flowers led me into the midst of blossom woods.
“Nature is really beautiful today,” I thought, glancing at a peculiar tree on which squirrels danced
and swayed their tails. ‘Cre-ee-eek’, the sound of a door opening was heard. I halted instantly and
studied my surrounding’s. It came from an isolated gnarled tree with stinky green moss on its
branches. A bright eye blinding light gleamed from inside the tree. Suddenly, I heard little voices
communicating with each other, then the door slammed shut. I continually wondered what and who
could be in that small spacious area. Could it be a bird, squirrel or lion? I repeatedly came back to
the tree only to find no evidence of what it could be.
After a month of searching, I returned to the same old tree. I knocked on the tree hoping
someone will answer the door. After multiple attempts, I was about to leave when I heard ‘creek’.
It was the door! I turned around and I saw a little mouse. After months of trying, I finally found
the answer!
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